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Former Maine stars shooting for the majors
by Stacy Viles
Imagine this. It's a cool. crisp September
afternoon and the Red Sox and the Yankees
are embroiled in yet another division race.
At the bottom of the ninth, the score is
tied. Thunders of noise explode from the
35.000 plus jammed into Fenway Park.
Doesn't exactly try one's imagination,
right? But. wait.
Garry Smith, in centerfield, is about to
play a shot off the bat of the Sox shortstop
Russ Quetti. Two former UMO baseball
stars battling against one another.
Far-fetched? Not necessarily.
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Garry Smith

Smith starred at Deering High in
Portland and was selected All-state in both
baseball and basketball. Smith. who played
his freshman (1974) year at UMO, and
Quetti. who just wound up a successful
four-year career here, are playing in the
farm systems of the New York and Boston
clubs respectively.
Smith is with AAA in Tacoma, Wash.,
and Quetti is with the Winston-Salem A
team.
"After my freshman year. I decided to
then go pro," said Smith.
In that year, he batted .367 with two
triples, four home runs and 28 RBI's. He
established a school record with a 15 game
hitting streak, and he was undefeated as a
pitcher, with a 1.74 earned run average.
Many who saw Smith that year claim
that he was the best player to wear a Maine
uniform.
In 1975, after leaving UMO. Smith
played at Valenca. a junior college in
Orlando,Fla.. where he would be more
accessible to scouts.
"I didn't get drafted after a year there."
he said, "so I waited for the June draft."
He was not signed. so he called his former
coach at Maine, Jack Butterfield, who left
in '74 to coach at the University of
Southern Florida.
"I called Jack," he continued, "and a
few days later he called back and
everything was set." In 1976 at USF, Smith
and Butterfield were reunited.
Smith impressed Yankee scouts with his
bat and was signed and sent to their A club

in Oneonta, N.Y.
Smith's progress has been steaay and
continual, from Oneonta to Fort Lauderdale, then on to the AA club in West
Haven. Fla.
After spending the entire season at West
Haven last year, he progressed to the
AAA club in Tacoma. Wash.
Earlier this month, Smith was to have
been brought up to the parent club, but a
broken wrist slammed the door shut.
On the last Sunday in August, Smith was
sliding head first into home plate in a game
against Vancouver when his left wrist 'his
throwing hand) snapped.
"We didn't have anyone to put in, so I
finished the game," he said. "The day
after I did it, Jack called me up to tell me
that I was going to be moved up."
So Smith, in a cast to his elbow, sits in
front of a television, watching the Sox and
Yankees battle it out.
"I'm not worried about it," he said. A
little bit of a setback, nothing major."
Smith ended the season with a .319
batting average, 13 homers, 68 RBI's and
21 stolen bases.
For Quetti, the climb to Fenway is just
beginning.
He struggled in North Carolina this
summer, plagued with back spasms. He
ended with a .220 batting average and two
home runs. Quetti was the most consistent
batter for Maine last spring. setting four
school records. (Most career hits. runs,
RBI's. and total bases.). He ended up the
season batting .337 with five home runs.
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Campuses have
'same problems'
•••••

Russ Quetti
Quetti explained that this year he was
just trying "to get his feet wet." He had to
adjust not only to a higher caliber of ball
but also to eight or nine hour bus rides.
This summer. Quetti turned a few
double plays with Jim Fabiano who played
here in 1977. Fabiano played only 20
games this season because of a pulled
hamstring.
"You !elm to play hurt." said Quetti.
Last sunday Quetti left for an instrui tional league in Sarasota. Fla.
When these players heal. Maine may
have a few of its natives to curse at during
Yankee-Red Sox clashes.

The UMO sailing team, enjoying varsity
sport status after a two-year layoff, will
compete Saturday against such powerhouses as the Coast Guard Academy and
Williams and Tufts in the thirty-second
annual Lane Trophy regatta at Tufts
University.
Coaches Bill Stone and Dennis McConnel will be working with 25 sailors from all
over the northeast. Co-captains are seniors
Matt Hoagland and Sharon Kava. The tean
has gained experience the past three years
as a club and varsity status will enable the
team to enter more competitive races.
members say.
UMO sailors practice team and individual styles at their home base of Pushav.
Pond.

Bears to face Bates
in volleyball opener
The UMO volleyball team is now
preparing for its opener Saturday with
Bates.
The Black Bears are a tall squad, full of
experienced hitters and setters. said Coach
Janet Anderson. They are developing into
an aggresive offensive and defensive unit,
she said.
Four seniors are part of this year's
squad: Kim Boyer, Barb Cummings,
Carole Wisk and Wendy Farrinton, a 6'2"
UMF transfer. Of the four juniors on the
squad. one. Sabine Gaedt-Lindsay is a
native of Germany. with experience on
high school teams and sports club
competition.
Anderson will be banking heavily on a
solid sophomore/junior unit which consists
of Chris Daugherty. Kathy Etter, Karen
Peterson, Martha Gilbertson. Linda Smith
and Mary Jane Ryan.
The squad's two freshmen are each
distinctive. Linda Scrilitia, Fayetteville.
N.Y., has a volleyball MVP award to her
credit. and Julie Stevens, Falmouth. is the
team's only representative from the Pine
Tree State.
With a schedule listing only three home
matches (one is the state tourney), the
coach and squad hopes for fine turnouts to
witness this exciting and fast-paced sport.

by David Karvelas
Student government leaders from seven
UMaine campuses met this weekend to
discuss University-wide concerns and
future efforts in dealing with issues
ranging from overcrowding to student
lobbying.
"We all find ourselves complaining
about the same things—it's kind of sad
that problems bring us together," said Rita
Laitres, chairperson of the University of
Maine Organization of Student Governments.
Formed in 1970. UMOSG consists of 17
student delegates gathered to represent
the views and interests of the 26,000
students throughout the University system.
"Overcrowding is the biggest problem.
every campus is overcrowded," Laitres
said during an interview Monday. The
meeting at Bangor Community College
took place Friday night and Saturday.
The 21-year-old UMO senior noted that
the housing shortage has prompted an
extreme solution of the part of one campus.
"At Presque Isle they're making advertisements on television asking people who
have empty rooms to take in college
students. We(UMO)definitely are not the
worst. we are not asking people in the
community to lead us their homes." she
said.
In addition, "70 percent of the
University of Southern Maine population
lives off campus and if students think
apartment hunting is outrageous here, I
think they should spend a couple of weeks
trying to find an apartment there."
Laitres said the problem stemmed from a
money shortage caused by a low level of
state funding.
"While most states are increasing their
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plus. if you need to expand—forget it,"
she said.
For this reason, she said, "The more
money we get,,the better off we will be."
To fatten the University's budget,
Laitres intends to bring together the
17-member group and harness student
efforts throughout the UMaine system by
presenting a unified student voice. She
said it would involve "student leaders from
each campus getting together and discussing our similar concerns and trying as a
group to get out how we feel."
UMOSG members include the president
of the student body of each campus and a
representative elected by the student
government. Those members, in turn,
elect a chairperson for a one-year term.
UMO's student president. Winn Brown,
said he missed Saturday's session to attend
Parents' Weekend on campus.
Laitres hopes to fashion UMOSG into a
political arm of the students that can be
used to attract additional funds to the
University through lobbying efforts. She
said this has never been done before by
UMOSG on a statewide level.
"We need a commitment from each
campus to prove they're willing to lobby as
a unit," she said. -Each campus must be
willing to pull its own weight, not as a
UMaine campus—wherever you are—but
as a UMaine system.
'continued to page ill
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ATO sheriff Mark Boynton takes
another prisoner to jail during Saturday's Organizational Fair. More photos
on pages 8-9 [photo by Bob Granged
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Students play armchair generals
Developing leadership in you. Building
your self-confidence. Challenging your
abilities. Giving you an edge on your
classmates. Teaching you something you
may never thought you could learn on a
college campus.
Learn more about you Learn more
about Army ROTC.
Call

581-7112

Us Today! We Are In The Memorial

by John Donnelly
"The shot rang out, and my heart
Everyone's
heart
stopped.
stopped," recalled Tom Peaco.
"It was an intense war game." he
added.
Peaco. a sophomore engineering
physics major from Searsport, and
about 20 other UMO students
comprise a club, called the Social
Conflict Simulations Assocations,
that's involved in a game of skill,
wits, background knowledge and a
touch of luck—a contest coined
war-gaming.

Campus Corner
Peaco and a fellow war-gamer,
Wavivi Welton, a sophomore surveying engineer from Hodgdon, talked
about the game.
"I just like to play war games."
Welton explained. "I like to relive
history. You might say I'm an
armchair general."
Peaco echoed Welton's thoughts.
"The visual appeal got to me. On

one extreme, you can be in charge of
20,000 men's lives. You decide who
lives and who dies. Yet, on the other
extreme, you can direct one guy," he
said.
Basically, there are three different
kinds of war games: board games.
miniatures and personality games.
Board games come complete with
materials and instructions, Welton
said. He noted that a recently
purchased board game came with 48
pages of instructions.
Miniatures, though. involve
scaled-down models of everything
from the soldiers to the battlefield
scenery. "I love pushing the little
men around," Peaco said. "You can
actually feel what's going on.
Miniatures are my favorite kind of
war game."
In personality games. the contestants create their own characters.
Contestants play within the rules a
judge sets down. A judge is also
used in miniatures. Peaco said.
During the interview, the two
war-garners played a "simple"
game of miniatures, using two ships.
The factors of the game included

the tonage of the ships. how many
guns. the size of the crews, the wind
factor, speed of the wind, gun range
and the history of the battle.
With the aid of rulers and 10 die,
Welton and Peaco recreated a battle
between French and British ships.
Welton won in about a half hour with
the British.
War games, however, can go for
much longer than a half hour.
Peaco described a game, which
utilized a whole tennis court, that
went on for 12 hours and could have
continued for 36 more. "The Union
came in on one side and the
Confederates on the other. It took
the two sides 10 hours to meet," he
said.
"That game was too involved," he
added.' Peaco said 20 to 30 people
were involved in the game. He also
figured that over 2,000 painted
miniaturists were used, representing
30,000 to 40,000 men, for each side.
"That was a comparatively small
battle. Sometimes your mind gets
Icootinued to page 61
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Student Fair
pulls thousands
Thousands crowded onto the mall
Saturday to watch and/or participate in
UMO's eighth annual Student Organizational Fair.
Over 80 campus organizations participated in the fair, which began about 9 a.m.
and ended at the start of the football game
at 1 p.m. Events included karate and
fencing demonstrations, a skateboard
show, body painting, panning for gold.
woodcutting, an egg throwing contest ana
ham radio broadcasting.
"It was terrific—the best fair yet!" a
student said.
The sport parachuting exhibition was
new this year.
"It was just amazing." another student
said. "Everyone stood around gaping as
the parachuter missed the tree by about a
foot. Then he landed right on target and
everyone just 'oohed' and 'ahhed.'"
Other events of the day included the
agricultural engineers' cider press operation and Alpha Gamma Rho's cow milking
contest. Professor Barbara Csavinszky,
human development, won one round of the
milking contest and Professor Wilfred
Erhardt, extension services, won the other.
Each received a plaque.
Alpha Tau Omega sponsored a jail. For
50 cents, one could have someone arrested
icontinued to page 111
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Lowtown Alumniincrease financial support
Pledge $400,000for arts center

Sept 25
Tuesday, September 26

by Natalie Slefinger

Noon. Dialogue on Rye. Erik Lotse, soil
chemistry, "What's the Story on Feeding the
World's Population?" Co. Lounge, Memorial
Union.
Hilltop Craft Center opens today. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Thurs., 1 to 8 p.m. Fri., Sat., Sun., 1 to
p.m.
7 p.m. UMO Young Democrats meeting.
Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union.
8 to 11 p.m. Bruce Thulin, Bear's Den.
Wednesday, September 27
3:30 p.m. Study Skills: "How to Take Exams,"
Sharon Dendurent, Student Affairs. FFA
Room, Memorial Union.
8 p.m. Agape Meal
Avenue.

MCA Center, College

7 p.m. Antioch prayer meeting
Center.

Newman

7 and 9:15 p.m. IDB movie "The Enforcer."
130 Little Hall.
8 p.m. Distinguished Lecture Series. Dick
Gregory, "Contemporary Social Issues."
Hauck Auditorium.
8 to 11 p.m. Bruce Thulin. Bear's Den.
Thursday, September 28
7 and 9:15 p.m. IDB movie "The Enforcer."
100 Nutting.
8 p.m. Robin Williamson and His Merry Band,
Hauck Auditorium. Tickets may be purchased
at the booth by the Bear's Den from Monday
through Thursday.

Despite the problems of high prices,
overcrowding, student apathy and faculty
flight. University of Maine alumni have
increased their support of their alma
mater--donating $300,087 during 1977-78.
The amount is a 63 percent increase from
the amount donated in 1973-74.
"The alumni," President Howard R.
Neville said. "are taking a greater interest
in the University. They like what they
see."
Bob Holmes. fund director of the Alumni
Association, echoed Neville's statement.
Holmes said members of the President's
Club, consisting of the largest donors, are
invited back to visit the campus.
"We do it to give them recognition."
Holmes said. "We show them research,
teaching and public services and try to
show them where the money is going."
Holmes feels this makes the alumni feel
"proud to do" and encourages them to
give more.
Increased efforts on the part of the
public relations departments of the University have also helped to build alumni
contributions, he said. University public
relations offices, such as P1CS, are trying
to reach more people. Holmes said, and
present University needs in a better
manner.
The theme of the Alumni Association
fund-raising drive is "to meet a committ-

ment of Neville." The association has
promised to raise $400,000 for the
performing Arts Center. So far, $100.000 is
in the fund, Holmes said.
Some of the donations, Holmes said, are
restricted donations, committed to programs or student scholarships (private,
class and athletic). Other money is
committed to specific items in the
Performing Arts Center.

Above and beyond that, though, all
money is funneled into the general
Performing Arts Center fund. The Alumni
Association plans to make another contribution to the fund during this year's
Homecoming activities, Holmes said.
The association also plans to continue its
Senior Challenge, a soliciting of seniors.
Last year the Alumni Association contacted
about 500 seniors, gathering pledges from
209 of them, Holmes said. The pledge
asked senior to give five dollars for five
years.

Education enrollment to be
cut over next four years
The College of Education will cut its
student enrollment by 25 percent over the
next four years to improve the quality of
students in the education school and to
re-orient some resources on the undergraduate program to the graduate level.
Richard Cobb, dean of the college. said
he is fully in favor of the decision.
"With fewer students at the undergraduate level, we'll be able to do a more'
outstanding job in preparing the students
for teaching positions as well as freeing up
additional resources for the graduate
program,"he said.
The decision was made by President
Howard R. Neville over the summer
months but had been in consideration for
some time. Cobb said.
Cobb does not view the cutback as a

response to "the glutted teaching job
market. I don't see a glut, but there is a
supply and demand problem. Grammar
school enrollment is declining, but adult
and community education programs are
growing."
Emphasis is currently on establishing
graduate programs. high priority being
placed on in-service investigated education, he said.
"We are initiating a new doctoral
program in educational administration,
which is under consideration by the Board
of Trustees. But.' he stressed. "there are
no additional funds. We have to re-allocate
within existing resources."
Current education enrollment is between
900 to 1000. Reductions will be done
proportionally by the number of students
and programs. said Cobb.

EAC booths draw crowds
by Gary Pearce
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"TOGETHER AGAIN"
Theatrically recreated with reverence and love

BANGOR MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
Reserved Seats $7 50, $6 50 at BANGOR AUDITORIUM
BOX OFFICE VINERS MUSIC, Bangor and Ellsworth.
AUGMENTED FIFTH, Orono and Camden Or mail money
order payable to Broadway Productions to Bangor Auditorium 100 Sutton St Bangor, ME. 04401 Enclose stamped
addressed envelope INFO 942-9000

The Environmental Awareness
Committee celebrated National
Hunting and Fishing Day last
Saturday by erecting 16 booths at the
Bangor Airport Mall and a booth at
the UMO Student Organizational
Fair.
The booths represent everything
from "camping to fly fishing," said
Jay Barber, chairman. "There were
even booths on kayaks. bird songs
and animal tracks."
EAC, a division of the Wildlife
Society. "tries to get the community
involved in native work," Barber
said. It has 16 different slide shows,
many of them developed by its
members, which it presents to
interested elementary schools.
The committee, formed in 1969,

presented its exhibits at the Bangor
mall for the second year in a row.
The response this year "was better
than last." Barber said. "The
parking lot was full from 10:30 this
morning, when we started, until 3:30
when we left."
EAC and President Neville, along
with several other nature clubs and
organizations, are discussing the
possibility of creating a "nature
trail." "The trail would have points
of natural interest along the way,"
Barber said. "but right now it is only
in the talking stage. If the trail were
started, though, it would be a
permanent one."
EAC, located in the activity room
at 253 Nutting Hall. has 65 members, "but I expect membership to
increase," Barber said. Membership
forms can be picked up in the activity
room of Nutting Hall.

STUDENT SENATE
ELECTIONS
TOMMORROW, WED., SEPT. 27

VOTE
Walk-In Service /or Appointment 942-022
Louis Knowles formerly from HAIR
Wel& Hemmingsen formerly from WESTGATE

IN YOUR COMMONS
AND IN THE UNION
AND IN YOUR FRATERNITY.

Snack bars save students money

Hilltop Complex
to sponsor
Bergspitze '78
Hilltop Complex's answer to
Germany's Oktoberfest. Bergspitze
'78, will kick off this weekend with a
variety of activities and potential
surprises.
"The second annual Bergspitze
will be bigger and better than last
year," promised Hilltop Complex
coordinator Carmelina Procaccini.
Oxford resident assistant Eric
Herlan went even further: "It will
be the social event of the year for the
campus," he said. "We invite all
German-Americans to come and take
part."
The festival, which is run by
Procaccini and Hilltop resident
directors and assistants, will begin
Friday night at 8 with a bonfire
behind Somerset, a pep rally, and a
dance with German club members.
Cider and donuts will also be
available.
Competitions and activities
between Hilltop dormitories will take
place all day Saturday. An outdoor
breakfast will start the day off.
The potential surprise for many
attending the festival may come from
the pie contracts. From 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.. at a cost of 50 cents, a contract
can be placed for a pie-in -the-face.
"They can come and throw pies at
me, and I'll smile this year,"
Procaccini said, referring to a front
page photograph of herself in the
Campus last year. which didn't bring
a happy response.
On Saturday night, under a tent
between Somerset and Oxford. a
German band will play from 8 to 10.
After the band. a "party-tape" will
play for dancing.
A brunch on Sunday. from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m.. will end the festivities.
Though students outside of Hilltop
are welcome to attend Bergspitze,
they won't be allowed to participate
in the competitions. Procaccini said.

by Craig Peters
Don't feel limited to taking your
business to the usual pizza and beer joints
around the area. There are several
student-run eateries on campus which can
satisfy your appetite and save you money
in the process.
According to H. Ross Moriarty, director
of Residential Life, "These projects
originated as student requests for inexpensive places to snack on campus.
They're presently run by student managers
and employees and for the most part are
self supporting." Residential Life provided
the initial funds to start these places and
helps fund new additions of equipment and
supplies, he said.
The Hilltop Juice Bar began its first full year
of operation this fall. Jr sells fresh
,fruits, vegetables, nuts, coffee. herb teas and
bagles [photo by Arthur Kettle).

Hilltop Juice Bar
The Juice Bar is in Hilltop Commons and
is beginning it's first full year of operation.
It offers a new approach to the subject of
study breaks. Along with many varieties of
freshly squeezed fruit and vegetable
juices, the stock includes dried fruits, fresh
nuts, coffee, herb teas, popping corn and
"the biggest bagels on campus," said
manager Larry Saloman. Another product
that Saloman said will be a big seller is
Mother Butler's granola, which he called
"the best in Bangor."
The Juice Bar ran at a deficit in it's first
semester of operation, but Moriarty said,
"This wasn't really a long enough period to
give us any idea of how things will go in the
long run."
Saloman plans to use radio giveaways
and free coupons to attract business. The
Juice Bar is open 7 to 11 p.m. every night
and from 2 to 4 p.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays.

Students

Common
Market
.
The Students Common Market, located
in the lobby of Wells Commons. is the
oldest of the Residential Life projects of
this type.
Ray Smith, store manager last year,
said,"The store opened four years ago and
sold a limited variety of products, including

Financial aid funds frozen
If I got financial aid last year and the
year before, why not this year? Many
students seem to be asking that question
this fall.
Burt Batty, director of financial aid, said
this situation does exist but should be
temporary, at least for some students.
"We're performing an internal audit at
this time, which should be finished by
October ninth," he said. During this audit
period, the financial aid office has put a
freeze on outgoing funds. "This should in
no way hinder students who need their
money now, as we're drawing money on an
account in the meantime." he said.
"We're basically doing this audit to
avoid getting into an overspending situation," Batty said. It also has other
advantages. First, the financial aid office
won't over-award students and then have

EXPERIENCED
HELP WANTED
STOCK & SALES PERSON
CASH REG. EXPERIENCE
HELPFUL
AFTERNOONS
APPLY IN PERSON

CIARES
30 HAMMOND ST. BANGOR

to try and bill them for the difference, he
said.
"We have had cases where students
have been awarded up to $1.000 too much,
and then we had to send out bill for the
money.These are awkward situations to
say the least." he said. This audit will also
give the business and financial aid offices a
chance to straighten out their records he
said.
"The office awards work study on a
strictly first come,first serve basis. If these
forms are late enough. students could
receive less than they normally do. or miss
out altogether." he said.
"There's a good chance that additional
students will receive work study money
after the results of the audit are known on
October ninth. I'd rather not hazard a
guess as to how many.- he said.

1

NEED REPAIRS?

.

health foods. ice cream and magazines,
and met with good success." It has been
self sufficient every semester and ran at a
profit a few times, he said.

Stodder Complex
Snack Shack

The Students Common Market offers a
wide variety of products, ranging from
popping corn to rolling papers. Some of the
other products offered are sodas, fruit
juices, ice cream, yogurt and detergent. A
recent addition to the stock is candy by the
pound, said Smith.
The Students Common Market is open
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

The Stodder Complex Snack Shack
opened this year with a new look following
renovations for the entire lounge area
which were financed by Residential Life.
The Snack Shcak is located in the south end
of Stodder cafeteria and is now fully
carpeted and partitioned off from the rest
of the cafeteria.
"We try to give students a pleasant
place to take study breaks, get something
to eat without having to walk all the way to
the Union or downtown Orono," said Ralph
Kennedy, business manager for Stodder
Complex. "The Snack Shack was set up
The Stewart Snack Bar offers a comfort- following a student suggestion, to provide
able lounge area, complete with backgamsome experience for the manager and give
mon tables, easy chairs and a video-beam
students a service." he said.
TV. The selection of foods available is
The Snack Shack offers hot dogs, frogurt
comparable to many of the local favorites (frozen yogurt), soft-service ice cream,
and includes hamburgers, hot dogs,
popsicles. sandwiches, pastries, candy,
pizzas. french fries, onion rings, sodas, soda and fruit juices.
fruit juices and a variety of candies.
The vast majority of products sold in the
The Snack Bar will open sometime this
Snack Shack are bought at the University's
week said Stewart Complex business
bid price with the various manufacturers.
manager Ray Moreau.
Cary Nash. the manager, said. "We try to
"We've been kind of held up. Our
charge prices that are actually lower than
former manager got a job at the new mall
most retail stores."
in Bangor and we're in the process of
If students want a certain product or
hiring a new one,- he said.
brand added to the inventory, they put
Last year the Snack Bar "just about
their request in a suggestion box. Nash
broke even." said Moreau. This was due in
said. "We've added several new brands of
large part to the specials and promotions
cigarettes and candies, which have been
run during the spring, he added.
suggested by students," he said.
All the products sold are bought at the
Last year the Snack Shack ran a couple of
University's bid price and the savings are
hundred dollars over their budget because
passed on to the students, he said.
of the addition of a new hot dog machine.
"We try to promote a community
Residential Life paid the budget deficit,
atmosphere in the complex, and the Snack
Nash said.
Bar provides a place for students to meet
Kennedy said."If we cover our costs,
and relax from studying, or whatever,"
we're happy. It's a service for students
Moreau said.
rather than a money-making proposition.'
The Snack Bar will be open from 6 to
The Snack Shack is open 2:30 to 11 p.m
1 lp.m. nightly.
daily.

Stewart Snack Bar

THE
MEN'S
ROOM

(Professional Hair Styling
Featuring
Baffler Sculpture Kut
Don Maxi*
Rick Crocker
047-4370
947-3924
no. hours: 66:30—Closed Mondry*
appointments also accepted
SUNBURY MALL-BANGOR
WHERE OVER 25 SPECIALITY SHO
WELCOME YOU!
CINEMAS
UNIVOISFYY
mumeMplk.,...00w.mf

What's

New

at Mardens?

Les says, "Watch for great ,
values on down Jackets & vestscorning In soon."
Men's Insulated Leather Boo's $22 95-26 95
Twin Size Foam Pads 58 39 ea
Stack Chairs $15 00 ea
VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED
OPEN TUES-SUN
359 Main St Bangor 942-0062

t

We are multi
service-specializing in

110.....M.

COME TO

OLD TOWN BODY SHOP

324 NO. MAIN

customized perms
and precision cutting.

OLD TOWN

BODY & FENDER REPAIRS
PAINTING & WELDING
GLASS REPLACEMENT
WHEEL BALANCING

FREE ESTIMATES

DAILY 700 9100

Goidle Hown
Chevy those

,.

F

OUI POLI
%Wear,
CJI, in;

Walk-ins accepted but
appointments are better
OPEN:
9-5:30 MON-WED elk SAT
9-9 THURS & FRI

9424186

44 Hammond St. Bangor
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Letters from
Camp Orono
by Dan Warren

Death ofa salesman
The demotion of 3-year public information
director Leonard Harlow and the firing of 11-year
UMO photographer Jack Walas early last week
directly reflect one of the University's prime
concerns.
Its image.
With the projected enrollment decline for
colleges in the 1980s, it seems evident the
University is stockpiling itself for a stepped-up
campaign to sell itself in the anticipated lean
years—notjust locally and statewide, but
nationally as well.
Yet the "minor reorganization" that took
place will have a much more adverse effect than
the University bargained for.
First, the demotion of Harlow could not have
come at a worse time. Just three weeks ago,
President Howard R. Neville announced in his
campus-opening speech that 92 percent of those
polled (500)last spring by the Social Science
Research Institute had a favorable impression of
the University. With such a high approval rating,
we need more specifics from Neville to believe
that UMO needs a better PR man than Harlow.
Nor could the cutback of a staff position, what
Neville termed "an economy move," have bitten
into a worse area of expertise. Walas'job
terminates in six months, leaving the number of
full time photographers at one, while most other
land grant universities in New England have a
minimum of three.
Neville said the cutback would allow more
student freelance photographers to gain
experience and fill the gap. True, and freebie for
the University, but who's going to teach them?
Walas, who has received honors and featured
many exhibits, is the prime instructor for one of
UMO's two photography courses. When you
have an academic program that has solid
respect, you don't fire a top-notch professor.
If indeed a cut had to be made in the photo
department of PICS, it should've been made
elsewhere than $12,000 from Jack Walas' wallet.
We have no doubt he will survive this firing,
easily securing employment elsewhere. UMO,
however, will not recover so easily. People with
Walas' teaching and photographic capabilities
are not easy to find.
It's ironic that at the time the firing was
announced, Neville and Co. were planning a
$5,000junket to a Sugarloaf resort. 15,000, we
sadly note, is about half a photographer's salary.
Such things are not only reprehensible, but also
receive the kind of bad publicity the school is so
desperately trying to suppress.

"We want more statewide exposure,"
Director of Development Alan Stone explained,
backing up the firing. "We're covered well
locally, but we want to reach other parts of the
state."
What Stone doesn't seem to understand any
better than any of the other top administrators
involved in the reorganization is you can't
spoon-feed the press. You can't tell them what to
print.
As one University professor summed it up:
"You can't create an unrealistic mission for a
public relations office."
Another professor hit a different area: "You
don't go out and create an image out of
wholecloth. You work on quality. If quality is
good, the image will follow.
Granted, a stereotypical public speaker may
be able to add flair to speeches about what the
university's up to better than a sheet of paper.
But to interrupt a 13-year working relationship
Harlow has had with the media could
prove to be a kick in the University's own rear
end.
As reporters on this campus, we've not seen the
kind of stories that Neville feels Time, Newsweeli
and Walter Cronkite will drool over. If they are,
in fact, there, Harlow's successor will be under
tremendous pressure to get them to the public.
We'll reserve judgement on whether Harlow's
successor can write them in a manner they'll be
of national interest.
Len Harlow was fired because he was a good,
methodical, credible newsman. Not flashy
enough. Editors all over Maine can decide at the
last second to fill unexpected space with a UMO
news story. Why? Because they know Harlow
and they know his work. You can count on it.
Howard Neville might be right. Maybe Harlow
isn't creative enough. But we warn him against
getting into the type of sensationalistic, partisan
propaganda he sounds like he's headed for.
Journalists in Maine will quickly reject it. Trying
to slip an inflated news story past a Maine news
editor is like trying to sneak the morning sun
past a rooster. It's mighty tough to do. Ayuh.

Dear Mom and Dad,
Parents Weekend is all over now. Lots of
people were here at Camp Orono. I wish
you two could've come. You would have
had fun. We did lots of things. The head
counselor. Mr. Neville, gave everybody a
tour of the library and a seafood dinner.
and then he let them go free to the.football
game.
I know you hate lobster. Dad, and you
don't like football, but you would've liked
the new library. They put carpet on the
third floor. It's pretty neat.
Pagey's parents came up. On Friday, we
were sitting around his room and he was
telling them how much he had studied all
the time. I said, "But, Pagey, you don't
study. Usually, you just play frisbee in the
hall or listen to that song that starts off:
'Booze and pills and p-a-a-a-r-t-y-y-y.' And
you and little Dickie have perfect attendance at the FIJI 'II to 2 Club.' Bunny
told me that."
And Pagey said: -Er, uh....I study late
at night." And I said,"How late?" And he
said. "Real late, like from 2 to 5 every
morning." His parents were pleased to
hear that. Gee, I guess I didn't realize what
a scholar he is.
The Red Sox aren't doing too well
They aren't in first place anymore.
Saturday. Moose Rogalski held a pretend
funeral for them. Nobody showed up.
though. I guess college kids don't like to
cry in front of each other.
People have started looking forward to
the Camp Orono basketball season. We
play against a big camp named Marquette
this year. Maybe Moose can hold his
funeral after that game. (Little joke there
guys. honest). Every day when we go to the
field house, we see Rufus there. He's the
best player at Camp Orono. He's pretty
fancy sometimes. My roommate likes to
watch him, but sometimes I wish he
wouldn't.
Now, whenever he comes back from the
library and gets ready for bed, he's not
very quiet about it. Now, after he takes his
clothes off, he starts prancing around the
room saying, "Rufus Harris with the ball!
Ten seconds left! UMO down by one!
Harris fakes left, fakes right, it's good!"
And then he slam dunks his undies into our
laundry bag. All the while I'm trying to get
to sleep. Like I said, sometimes I wish he
wouldn't watch Rufus so much.
This week we found out that Mr. Harlow
had been demoted from his job. He is the
boss at PICS. They're the guys who send
press releases and stories to all the
newspapers and radio and TV stations in
Maine. Mr. Neville says he wants a man to
"make a bigger splash" with Camp Orono
stories in the state. He sort of wants
somebody who can make mountains out of
all our molehills, I guess.
He also wants someone to make public
appearances and say nice things about
Camp Orono all over the state. Gee, I
thought that was what Mr. Neville and
Chancellor McCarthy were supposed to do.
Oh well, I hope Mr. Harlow likes his new
job.
Well, write soon and say 'hi' to the dog.
Love,

Maine Campus
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Voter registration
To the Editor:
Students should be aware of
their right to register to vote in
Orono. Anyone living on campus
can declare this district as their
residence for voting purposes.
If you would like to register to
vote, there will be tables at the
following dining halls at dinner
between 4:30 and 6:00 p.m.
Hilltop- Tues., Sept. 26
Stewart- Wed., Sept. 27
Wells- Thurs.. Sept. 28
Stodder- Mon.. Oct. 2
York- Tues., Oct. 3

our State Representative in Orono. This voter registration is
non-partison and open to everyone who would like to register.
For the first time, students at
UMO will make up the majority of
the registered voters in District
#77, Orono. We can control the
election of our own legislator, and
help decide the many important
state-wide elections this November, but only if we register to
vote.
Jeff Corpe
112 Chadborne Hall
Chairman,
University Committee
to re-elect Davies

This service to students is
being provided by Dick Davies,

reader's opinion

The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
sip-fled and include an address. Names will
be withheld only in special circumstances.
Brief letters are advised and all are
subject to editing for grammar, good taste
and available space.

Illegal parking
o the Editor:
Scattered around campus. in
practically (but not quite) all
parking lots close to buildings,
you will notice a space marked off
for the use of the handicapped.
As everyone who drives on
campus knows, there is a parking
problem at UMO. But this is an
especially difficult problem for
those of us who are handicapped.
I am a disabled veteran and
find it painful (and in the winter,
downright dangerous) to walk.
Since I first came to UMO in 1973.
I've appreciated the arrangements I've had with the campus
police to be able to park wherever
I've needed to. In more recent

years, the special parking spaces
have come, and this is the first
semester for the issuing of special
handicapped parking decals.
But what use are the handicapped parking areas if perfectly
healthy people are illegally using
them? Do those of you who are so
inconsiderate realize the painful
inconvenience you are causing
people like myself? If not, then
think about it. Be thankful for the
pain-free, healthy bodies you
have, and show some loving
consideration to those of us who
haven't been blessed in the same
way.

Thank you!
Lois A. Render
Old Town

Having problems
To the Editor:
I do not believe that Michele
Earltinez and myself are the only
students that are having problems communicating with the
Animal Science Department
head, Dr. John Wolford.
It is my own personal belief
that department heads should be
approachable and open to a lot of
options when dealing with the
student population. Dr. Wolford
is not.

1—Commentary

When I had a conflict regarding
the evaluation of transfer credit
from a former, more notable
university to here, he would not
even suggest giving me my
rightful credit. It was only after
persuing the issue with the dean
that I could even recieve partial
credit for the course.
Michele, keep on plugging, you
can beat this man,
name withheld
animal medical student

Andrea Cronkite

Picking potatoes and shooting bears
"Aroostook County: The Final Frontier."
As one of 497 Aroostook County residents attending
UMO. I have been subject to ridiculous questions and
derogatory comments from other students, for three
years.
"Is it true there aren't any roads after Houlton and
you have to take a dog sled to Presque Isle?"
"Do you live in a house?"
"Are you an American citizen?"
"Picking potatoes is worse than the child labor of
the 30s! How did you survive?"
Believe it or not. it's about as far from Orono to
Presque Isle as it is from Orono to Portland. So in
answer to your question. it only takes me about two
and a half hours to get to my home in Easton, not two
and a half days. Yes, even in winter. We have roads
clear from Houlton to Allaghash. And they're tarred
and even snow plowed.(We haven't used the family
dog sled since the winter of '74. We got snowed in for
two weeks in March and had to eat the dogs.)
Of course, even people who know there are roads
are sometimes hesitant about driving up to "the
County." They've heard that "once you cross the
Macon-1 mean Aroostook—County line, you may
never leave again." They have visions of an
overweight U.S. marshal with his trusty flintlock,
who arrests you for speeding and then acts as your
judge and jury. Just for the record, Aroostook has
sheriffs, judges. courts—the whole bit.
Yes, my family moved out of its log cabin a few
years ago. and I now live in a house. It's your basic
quaint white farmhouse with a fireplace in the kitchen

and a huge barn outside—where we keep vehicles,
not cows and hogs.
I called home this weekend (We have our own
phone and don't have to use the one at "the old
general store."), and my father said he put central
heating in last week. Mom was getting tired of getting
up in the middle of the night to throw wood on the
fire. Who knows? We may even be able to put in
indoor plumbing next year.
Although I live about one mile from the border, I
am not a Canadian citizen. I can't even speak French.
And I don't live in constant fear of military attack from
New Brunswick. And while we're on the subject of
war, no, I have never been attacked by Indians. Also.
Indians in Aroostook live in houses, not wigwams, and
wear blue jeans, not buckskins. They do not carry
bows and arrows.
One can't talk about Aroostook County without
talking about potatoes. No, they don't grow on trees,
bushes or trailing vines; they grow beneath the
ground. And Aroostook residents at other things
besides baked potatoes—there's boiled potatoes,
french fries, hash browns, potato soup, etc.
Of course, people are especially curious about
picking potatoes, which is also called "child
brutality" by outsiders.
I can assure you, as a veteran potato picker, that I
was never whipped or beaten into working during the
potato harvest. My father would just say, "If you want
to live and eat here at home, you'd better start
picking." As an 8-year-old. I didn't have any better
ideas about where to live.

People also have some other misguided ideas about
child labor in the Aroostook County potato harvest.
But children are allowed to leave for lunch and to
sleep at night. They don't "toil in the hot sun,"
because it's only hot in Aroostook for about three days
in July. (ihe harvest is in September and October.)
On the other hand, I have harvested potatoes in
snowstorms...
Children do not become permanently deformed
from hours of stooping every day. However, they
really do work from about 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. My father
says it "builds character."
Also, farmers don't have to carry rifles into the
potato fields to shoot attacking bears. Bears and
other wild animals do not come running out of the
woods to attack people for no reason.
At any rate, the majority of potato farmers in my
area don't even use hand picking crews for the
harvest. They use mechanical harvesters. Very
modern. Pictures and stories about "the Aroostook
County potato picker" in newspapers and magazines
may be picturesque and quaint, but they're not
accurate.
A fellow potato picker summed it all up when he
said, "Potato picking is a great job if you want lower
back problems."
If I've persuaded any readers to find out about
Aroostook County firsthand, with a visit, be careful.
Watch out for bears. wild Indians and child-abusing
farmers.

,MD
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Coordinator enthusiastic about job

•A rnichair generals
(coadmied from page 1
lost with all the numbers," he said.
"We try for authenticity when we play,"
Peaco said. "For the Civil War games and
other battles, we read about what
happened. what orders were given."
Peaco noted that the war-gamer can do
one of two things: recreate actual battles or
stage battles that never happen. "We
don't do historical battles usually, because
they are lopsided and that doesn't make for
a good game," he said.
War-gaming can be an expensive
pastime. Peaco said. During his five years
of playing. he estimated he's spent
between $350 to $400. Welton, who's been
playing for seven years, has spent even
more. He said he has probably invested
over S800.
Peaco said that after his experience with
war-gaming. he could not go to war. "I'd

7

never go into the military. I've seen what
war can be like. and I don't like it."
"War-gaming is one of the best things
you can do. You can see all the stupidity of
some of the orders given out. I just
wouldn't like it," he said.
However. Welton said if he was called
into the military, he would go. "I'd join if
we went to war," he said.
Both war-gamers hope the club will get
more enrollment. "We're a very loose-knit
organization. And it's very easy to learn,"
Peaco said.
"I'll probably be playing for the rest of
my life," Peaco continued. "It's fascinating to me. It's hard to describe. I just don't
think there's anything I like to do better,"
he said.
When questioned further on that, Peaco
conceded. "Well. I guess there are a
couple of things...•'

Women's services aid both men and women

by Nancy McCallum
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„aars:
Carl Pease. a UMO war-gamerfrom way back, presides over a miniatures game in
the FFA Room at Memorial Union (photo by Phil Lambert].

HEWLETT-PACICARD
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PROFESSIONAL SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS
FOR A STUDENT'S BUDGET.
THE PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS AT $60!
Now you can get the same quality, durability and
many of the features found in Hewlett-Packard's
professional calculators—at a price you can afford.
Introducing Series E for science.
DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS.
Easy-to-read displays. Larger. brighter LED display
with commas to separate thousands, easier on the
eyes during those long hours of study.
Built-in diagnostic systems.
You'll now be working on
many new challenging
problems—that's why
Series E has diagnostic systems that
tell you:
I) when you've

'Feminism is not a dirty word.'
She has had the job, which is CETA-funded, since
mid-June. There was a similar program on campus three
years ago. also CETA-funded, but it was less
comprehensive and was part of the students affairs
office. "I'm not just in student affairs," says Weissman.
"I'm serving women who are employees as well as
students. It's for faculty, staff, everybody, and it's here
and at Bangor Community College."
Her domain extends beyond the campuses, however.
"We're set up primarily for the women on the BCC
campus and UMaine campus, yet the number of facilities
in our area is so small that I'm trying to broaden the
communication between the different agencies in the
area and act as an information and referral service with
those places." Off-campus students and local people are
encouraged to use her office, she says.
Weissman, born in Washington. D.C.. and raised in
Alexandria. Va., has had a varied academic background.
She attended the University of Florida for two years and
then finished her degree at the University of Maine at
Farmington on an exchange program. She minored in
s8E113115gy and has an education degree in learning
disabilities and elementary education.
She was a counselor in Farmington for a year, and then
entered graduate school at UMO."I had an internship in
community education here and received my master's in
educational administration."
Her years as a student involved more than academic
growth.
"I've been involved in feminist issues and feminism
itself for four years." she says. "I went through what I
think is something typical of women's growth, of
becoming involved with feminism. My boyfriend went
traveling for three months, and I realized while he was
gone how dependent I'd become on him ana began
working on my own independence."
Another experience during that time particularly
affected her. "I saw a slide and tape show on sexism in
education and realized that there is sexism, and it wasn't
just in my head, and it's happening all over the world. I
started putting together lots of stuff I had known but
never really, really knew--like things I had done, sexist
stuff I had gone through."
Sexism in education became her main focus, she says,
and she has done workshops on the topic for four years
with administrators, educators and students. Her
exploration and study of sexism has not declined since
she started her job—it has become integrated with her
work, she says.
"My background has primarily been sexism in
education and in our lives, and I'm not putting that aside

performed an incorrect operation; 2)why it was incorrect; 3) if the calculator isn't working properly.
Accuracy. Improved algorithms give you confidence
that your answers are more precise and complete.
FROM BASIC SCIENCE
TO ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE.
The HP-3IE—Scientific.$60!Trigonometric,exponential and math functions. Metric conversion. Fixed
and scientific display modes. Full 10-digit display.
4 separate user memories.
The HP-32E—Advanced Scientific with Statistics. $SW
All HP-31E functions plus hyperix)lics and comprehensive statistics. More math and metric capabilities.
Decimal degree conversions. F.NG. SCI and FIX
display modes. 15 user memories
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math and statistics with pnigrammability. Editing. control arid oinditional keys. 49 lines oiluny merged key
codes S user memories.
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`...we are living in a sexist society.'
now. It's part of the feminist movement. The reason we
are having a feminist movement is because we are living
in a sexist society. Sexism is promoted through our
schools and media, television and advertisements.
Through my job I'm continually trying to raise awareness
of this. How I deal with it is to try to use non-sexist
language and encourage others to do the same."
She stresses that by using the pronoun "he" people
automatically assume the person referred to is male. Her
efforts are based on the theory that once you change your
vocabulary your basic assumptions will also change.
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The sign, printed on a small sheet of paper, says
"Feminism is not a dirty word." It is just one of may
posters, flyers and pamphlets about women adorning the
walls of Ellen Weissman's office in Fernald Hall. It is the
best indication of her philosophy.
Weissman is the area coordinator for women's services
and programs. The title doesn't quite capture the broad
range of activities she is involved with--the official
description of her job comes a bit closer.
It read "The office has been established to assess
unmet needs of women in the area and to provide
programs and services in response to those needs. The
office provides information and referral for men and
women and offers an opportunity for women to explore
their full potential."
Weissman. 25. is enthusiastic about her job and says
she was fortunate to find it. "I was looking for someplace
to work that matched my interests and skills--I had
figured out what kind of thing I wanted to do. and was
looking for someplace to do it. As it turned out, the
timing was just amazing. It was exactly what I was
looking for."

616/71

As a feminist. Weissman believes she is particularly
suited to her job. "I think anyone in this position would
have to be a feminist." she says. Her definition of
feminism is "one who is concerned about the roles of

women and advocates equality between women and men.
A feminist can be a male or a feminist can be a female."
She doesn't call herself strictly a feminist, however,
and said she wants to dispel the image of feminists as
tough, male-hating. rhetoric-spewing females. "I
consider myself a feminist, but I consider myself a
humanist."
"The difference between the two is that a humanist is
concerned for all peoples in the world, which includes
women but may not have a particular focus on women. A
feminist is a person who is particularly concerned about
the rights of women. That's why I can't separate the two.
Depending on where I am and what I'm doing, my role
changes--but I never deny that I'm either one of them.
I'm always a feminist-humanist."
Her feminist-humanist position becomes clearer as she
says. "There's a definite need for women to get together
and explore things without men around." That is the
purpose of many of her programs. Yet, she adds, "I
don't discriminate. I may get some flack from it. as I'm
programming mostly for women. But men have been
affected by sexism just as much as women. It's just in
different ways. The feminist movement is for men as well
as women."
She says she has received a lot of.support from men.
"There's a lot to be gained by talking to men. Men need
exposure to women activists, women who are doing
things not traditionally women's roles." Behind this
belief, she says, lies her appraisal ofsociety:' Men are in
power, and we have to bend their attitudes to help
women get into power."
Weissman's office is in touch with various services,
both on campus and off. She has received phone calls
concerning many different problems. Among the
services available to people in the area, she cites several
organizations in Bangor.
Helping women and men find the right service is just
part of Weissman's job. "I'm also here to generate
programs," she says. She has already created or worked
on several projects, and has plans for others.
"Stepping Out" is one of her projects. It is a 13-week
series of half hour videotapes, shown three times weekly.
It deals with women and their occupations.
"The program was created by Jean Meserve of
MPBN. It's a magazine format that works in and out of
the studio. She (Meserve) goes around the state
interviewing women." Some of the women interviewed

'There's ... a lot to be
learned from lesbians and
straights talking together.'
include women at Bath Iron Works, a women Maine
Guide, and a women artist in her seventies who didn't
start painting until she was in her fifties. "After each
show there's a discussion, a gathering for people
interested in discussing the show and issues that affect
the women there."
At UMO."Stepping Out" can be seen in Coe Lounge,
Wednesdays at noon and Thursdays at 8 p.m. At BCC, it
is shown Thursdays at noon in Lincoln Hall.
Weissman has worked to put together "An Evening of
Women's Music," which will be presented at the Damn
Yankee. October 1 at 7:30 p.m. Four acts, all women
musicians, will be appearing. The featured group is
"County Down." three women folk singers.
Starting on October 3, Weissman will be teaching an
assertiveness training course, in cooperation with the
Orono Adult Education program. Kay Marshall, director
of the program. will be co-teaching with her.
"It's a course for the women in the area who would like
to explore assertiveness in their lives--how they can be
more assertive," says Weissman. It is an off-campus
endeavor for her. "My own feeling is to reach out to the
people in the community, in addition to my responsibility
at the University."
Weissman is also working on plans to organize a
women's studies program on campus. Although there
are a few women's courses offered this year, she said she
would like to see a more comprehensive program
developed.
Since she has started her job here she has only held a
few workshops.' They mostly explained what the office is
about,•' she said. She is going to wait before presenting
more workshops.
Weissman has more plans for the future. She would
like to see the development of support groups for men
and women.
"Support group" is a phrase applied to a group that
meets on a regular basis and discusses issues that affect
them." She says the support group is an outgrowth of the
type of encounter groups formed in the 1960s.
"There are a couple reasons for support groups." she
says. "One is to get basic concrete information, and the
second is for emotional support. Someone else might be
going through the same sort of experience." The
formation of several groups is underway. Men and
women have expressed interest in starting groups;

Ellen Weissman
'Weissman encourages anyone interested in belonging to
one to get in touch with her.
Other plans include compiling a book about women
scientists and mathematicians. The book would be
loosely modeled after a similar book published in
Berkeley, Calif. Women from Maine, and possibly New
England, would be interviewed, she said.
Weissman said she hopes to publish a newsletter.
"The women's center has money alloted to provide a
newsletter, or newspaper, and we're going to be working
cooperatively to get a paper out."
"The women's center and my office are in a working
relationship to get programs going on campus." she
says. She is aware of the misconceptions people have had
of the women's center.
"There's a feeling just from the phrase 'women's
center' that it's got to be radical. But it's not. It's just a
place where women can gather and learn from each
other. There are not very many opportunities in our
society today for women to gather with other women."
She mentions another difficulty the women's center
has encountered. "The women's center in the past
couple years has had conflicts between lesbians and
straights." She feels that has changed now. "There is an
energy there. I think there's a new feeling, especially
after the Houston conference last year."
Weissman was an alternate at the National Women's
Conference, held in observance of Internation Women's
Year. As a result of the event. Weissman says, "I think

'I'm always a feminist-humanist.'
there's a new communication between lesbians and
straights and between lots of different kinds of women."
She believes women at UMO may have been scared
away from the women's center by the idea of "hard-core
feminists and lesbians." "It's really unfortunate because
there's a lot to be learned from lesbians, a lot to be
learned from straight women, and especially a lot to be
learned from lesbians and straights talking together."
Weissman and another woman. Justine Barclay, have
recently applied for a grant from the Maine Council for
the Humanities and Public Policy. "It's a nine month
project on the theme of 'women and change' in the
greater Bangor region. There would be a once a month
session dealing with the theme. We've got a variety of
topics ranging from 'historical perspectives' to 'men,
women and power,' women and work,' women and the
law,' and ending with 'visions for a humane society.'"
The women will find out within the week whether
their application has been accepted. Weissman
continues, "The project could raise awareness, provide
opportunity for people to gather and in this case promote
discussion in public policy issues." She hopes to have a
workshop type format, led by humanists and followed by
discussions with public policy-makers.
"I want to accomplish lots of things," she says. "I've
had a lot of support and a lot of people saying 'we really
need your office.' The only problem I'm finding is that
people don't know I'm here."
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•Campuses have similar problems
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'continued from page II
As part of this lobbying effort, Laitres
has advocated that each campus contact
area legislators in support of the University
"We could see that each legislator got an
invitation to the nearest campus," she
said, "making them aware of such things
as housing and letting them know the feel
on campus."
But recognizing that student effort alone
may not be enough to turn the financial
tide in the University's favor, Laitres has
proposed contacting another group of
potential allies—University alumni.
"It's always been known that students
are not the number one active voters in
America," she said. "The Legislature
needs to hear from more than just
students, which is why we will go to the
alumni, because they are also taxpayers."
"It will be the responsiblility of each
campus to contact alumni if they feel
sympathetic to our cause and if they're
willing to contact the Legislature. "Hopefully they will be more than willing to
contact their representatives." Laitres said
this approach was successful when used by
UMOSG two years ago.
"Most of them were more than willing to
contact legislators." she said.

•Student fair
!continued from page
and "jailed" for IS minutes.
Booth judging took place about 10:45,
and the International Students took first
prize. Over 80 UMO clubs, fraternities.
sororities and organizations took part.
Bagpipers and highland dancers performed, and the UMO Marching Band put
on a mini-concert on the library steps.
The music of the Kennebec Valley Boys
added to the day's festivities, and local
artist performed as well.
"It was a complete success." sail
William Lucy, dean of student affairs.

OCT. 31, 1978

CARD GOOD AT THIS LOCATION ONLY ONE CUSTOMER PER
COUPON PER VISIT, TO BE EATEN ON THE PREMISES CASH
VALUE 1/20 of 1 CENT

437 WILSON
BREWER, MAINE

652 BROADWAY
BANGOR, MAINE

Laitres said that Richard Davies,
D-Orono, attended the Saturday session
and offered several ideas on lobbying
efforts. She said he reminded members
that the University's budget will be
competing for money with other statefunded agencies. The state Legislature will
decide early next year how public funds
will be appropriated.
Another topic discussed by UMOSG was
the possibility of placing a student on the
Board of Trustees.
Although UMOSG chooses student
representatives for four of the six trustee
committees, none wield any power outside
their selected panel. The four committees
are: educational policy, finance, physical
plant and student affairs. The two
committees without student representation
are employee relations and the executive
committee.
The IS trustees set University policy and
control the purse strings for any major
decisions affecting each campus. But some
student leaders argue that a student
trustee would not be in the best interest of
most students.
"Some feel that the board would then
nullify the four student positions (on

I
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Thousands ofpeoplejammed on the mall
Saturday at UMO's annual Organizational
Fair [photo by Bob Granger].

•

trustee committees). Laitres said. "So to
get one full representative on the board
with one vote, we'd have to lose four votes
in the committees.
"If that's what would happen, even I
would hate to see a student position create
on the board. I think we'd be cutting our
own throats," she said.

When faculty unionized last spring.
Laitres said, they lost four positions on
various trustee committees, and "that's
why we have a sneaking suspicion."
UMOSG's next meeting will be Oct. 28
at the University of Farmington.
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Former Rhodes scholar returns to UMO
by Tamms Eves
A former UMO student and Rhodes
scholar has returned to the campus as an
assistant professor in the school of forest
resources of the wildlife department.
Malcolm L. Hunter Jr. was a wildlife
major at UMO five years ago. He was
awarded the prestigious Rhodes Scholarship that year. only the third UMO student
to ever achieve that honor.
After studying in Oxford's department of
zoology. Hunter has returned to Maine.
Hunter said he never expected to win the
Rhodes Scholarship and had never ewen
heard of it before he applied.
Each year. 32 Rhodes Scholarships are
av,arded to American university students.
The award allows the student to study at
Oxford. England. for two or three years.

BarberThibodeau's
Shop
Specializing in
hair styling and
the Roffler Sculptur Kut
Trims
Shampoos
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Razor

35 N. MAIN ST.,
OLD TOWN
Sappt)intments 827-5531
IMP 4)4NMWn 4=111.4 4MMW

Hunter said that when he read the
application rules for the scholarship. "I
very nearly quit, because the scholarship
was only open to men."
Although women can now apply. Rhodes
Scholarships were limited in 1973 to
unmarried, male, U.S. citizens between
the ages of 18 and 24.
Hunter said he had women friends who
were feminists, and he had strong feelings
himself about barring women from such
opportunities.

very

nearly- quit. .. .•

In 1973, Rhodes Scholarships were
awarded on the basis of "literary and
scholastic attainments: qualities of manhood, truthfulness, courage, devotion to
duty, sympathy for and protection of the
weak; physical vigor as shown by fondness
for and success in sports," among other
things.
Cecil Rholes's will specifies race and
religious opinions have no bearing on the
award, and financial need doesn't give a
special claim to the scholarship.
At the time he was chosen. Hunter had a
3.76 grade point average at UMO and had
been chosen for the P.F. English Award by
the Wildlife Society as an outstanding
wildlife student in New England. but
Hunter doesn't consider himself any more
intelligent than many students at UMO.
"Personally, I know I'm not exceptionally intelligent at all." he said. "Many,
many people have more intelligence and
drive than I do."
Hunter said many UMO students never
learn about the scholarship.
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"I think the consciousness at UMO
keeps a lot of students from applying." he
said. "They don't think of themselves as
viable candidates."
Hunter said that et first he didn't really
blend in with the ivy leaguers at Oxford.
"I was very much an oddball, being a
stumpy from backwoods Maine." he said.
He was also conspicuous at Oxford for
his constant raving over the virtues of
Maine, but he convinced several fellow
students he was right after they visited the
state.
"I'm in love with Maine up to the hilt—I
can't begin to exaggerate my love of
Maine." he said.
Hunter was born in Damariscotta, where
his family has lived for hundreds of years.
He likes to tell people that there has
always been a member of his family on the
board of directors of Maine's oldest
standing church, and his father is currently
the first selectman of Damariscotta.

'I'm in love with Maine.
"For six or seven years now. I've
considered Maine to be the center of the
universe." Hunter said. "but for the vast
majority of people I'm meeting now. Maine
isn't the center of the universe—it is the
universe." He said that is the only
drawback of being in Maine again.
"Oxford is a very cosmopolitan place."
he explained. "If I wanted to talk to some
people about a desert in the middle of Iran,
chances are two or three of them had been
there."
Hunter has been there himself. While at
Oxford, he studied wildlife behavior not
only in England but in Iran, Pakistan and
India. He has traveled to Spain. Greece,
Germany, Poland. Norway and Sweden,
and plans to go to the Himalayas after his
year at UMO is over.
He isn't sure of his future yet, although
he enjoys both research and teaching.
"I'd like to stay right here at the
University of Maine," he said. "1 like
academics, and within Maine, UMO is

46 MAIN ST.
ORONO
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Rodney Dangerfield
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Malcolm L. Hunter Jr.
really the only institution that has a
background in my field."
Hunter considers himself a "behavioral
ecologist" and is interested in how animals
use social behavior to adapt themselves to
their environments.
He said his main responsibility at UMO
is writing research proposals. "The
success of my writing will determine
whether I stay at UMO in the future," he
said.
He is working with two other professors
on a document assessing the impact of
spraying for spruce budworm and is
teaching a sophomore honors class.
Only three Rhodes Scholars have come
from UMO since its founding in 1865.
The first, Ballard F. Kieth, graduated in
1908 and the second, Arthur A. Brown. in
1933.
Kieth was a Bangor native who became a
prominent lawyer in Old Town and later
Bangor, where he resided until his death in
1969.
Brown, also a Maine native, was a
mathematics student who, after leaving
Oxford, earned his doctorate from Princeton. He later moved to Washington. D.C..
and became a senior staff member of
Arthur D. Little Inc., an industrial research
and management consulting firm.

Survey shows cutbacks
for maintenance minimal
by Scott Austin

This weekend's special:
BOUQUET OF ROSES
(FRESH)$2.49

"I USED TO HAVE
VISIONS OF A LESS FILLING BEER.
I ALSO HAD VISIONS OF GETTING RESPECT.
OH WELL,1 OUT OF2AIN'T BAD!'

He said many UMO students probably
think the award is out of their reach,
because competition is so high and many of
the applications, especially in New
England. come from ivy league schools like
Harvard and Yale.

An informal survey shows that maintenance budget cutbacks by Residential
Life are minimal, but money is still tight.
The maintenance cutbacks are due to
Residential Life's overspending last year's
budget by $400,000.
Vernon Elsemore, an assistant director
of Residential Life and also in charge of the
maintenance budget, said. "Any decisions
as to whether or not a job is done is made at
the complex level. Residential Life simply
logs the work order, and then hand delivers
it to the Work Control Center."
"Lately we have been taking a closer
look at some of our procedures regarding
maintenance, and have found there are
many ways we can save money," said
Elsemore. "But I'm sure we'll make a few
mistakes," he added.
Elsemore said there are some projects
that are being delayed until all alternatives
have been studied.
James Keene, director of the Work
Contr-il Center said, "Back in the summer
there was a freeze by Residential Life on
many maintenance programs. At that time.
Residential Life stopped and examined all
their ongoing projects. They went ahead
with some and froze the rest."
"I would guess that since then, 75

percent of the projects held up have been
released for completion," said Keene.
After a work order reaches the Work
Control Center, it is dispatched to one of
the maintenance shops for execution.
Paint shop foreman Jerome Ashe said
his department's work load has "not
changed a heck of a lot" but Residential
Life is "trying to keep things to a
minimum."
A spokesman for the electrical shop said,
"We don't do anything unless it has been
approved by Vernon Elsemore." He also
said his department's workload had been
cut "a little bit on maintenance."
William Deveau, foreman of the plumbing shop said, "Our department is not
aware of any cutbacks."
One place badly in need of repair is
Cumberland Hall's third floor study lounge
windows. There, the wood has rotted
completely through the window frames.
Elsemore said of this project, "We plan
to make the room usable, but the
replacement cost is pretty prohibitive right
now." This is because of the necessity of
erecting staging and enclosing it in plastic
to shield the workers from the cold
weather, he said. Plywood may be placed
over the windows, he added.

;.•

LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN A BEER.AND LESS.
DISTRIBUTED BY

HAFFENREFFER BEVERAGE CO.,
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Offense fintillv conies around

Golfers competing in ECACIs

Soccer squad bombards UMPI
by Danno Hynes
The UMO soccer team will be gunning
for their third win of the year tomorrow
when they travel to Lewiston to face the
Bates College Bobcats.
The Black Bears left the field last
Saturday booming with confidence after
coming from two goals down to humble the
University of Maine at Presque Isle 7-2.
UMPI's usually high scoring offense,
which had netted 25 goals in three previous
games, could salvage only two goals as
Maine proved that a good offense can be
the best defense by bombarding the UMPI
goal with 31 shots.

Mike Osbourne battles an UMPI
Owl in soccer action Saturday
morning. The Bears coasted to a 7-2
win (photo by Phil Lambert].

Outstanding efforts by Harry Dwyer,
Jim Boss and Bob Wassick off the bench
got the Black Bears offense finally on the
right track.
Biggs said of his teams new found
offense. "The guys up front finally started
going to the ball and this opened things
right up for us. This is something we
hadn't done in our other games."
Biggs seems optimistic that his team will
be able to produce more goals from now
on. "Our main problem before was a lack
of confidence but now they know they can
score: maybe this will do it."
That question will be answered tomorrow afternoon at Bates.
•

Minor league life not allfun and games
by Charlotte McAtee
Maybe the minor leagues makes you crazy.
Maybe youjust have to be crazy to be a minor
league ballplayer.
--Jim Bouton
Author ofBall Four
Kurt Hall smiled at that allusion to Jim Bouton's
life in baseball, described so lucidly in Ball Four.
"You have to have a little something wrong with you
to play this game anyway," he said. "It's a hard thing
to explain unless you live it."
If you've gone to school here more than a couple of
years, the name Kurt Hall might sound familiar to
you. In the spring of 1977. Hall graduated from Cape
Elizabeth High School with a reputation as one of New
England's best baseball prospects. He was ready to
walk onto the Orono campus with a full athletic
scholarship in his pocket. Many thought he would
take the starting catcher's job away from Mark
Armstrong.
Then the Detroit Tigers appeared on the scene and
drafted the schoolboy star.
Hall was forced to make a choice.
"Obviously, it was a tough decision. I had to choose
the path my life would take for the next ten years," he
said. "I had a few days to think it over, since they
drafted me before the state championship game, and
you can't sign a pro contract and still play in high
school.
"My mother kept saying 'go to school. go to school'
but my father had mixed opinions. He knew how I felt,
and they let me make my own decision, which 1
appreciated.
"All during high school I had been working toward
that one chance, to be drafted, to be a pro ballplayer. I
felt I had to take that shot. What if I had played great
in college for a year or two, then gotten hurt? An
injured ballplayer doesn't get drafted. I didn't want
that to happen.
"School could wait, I thought. If baseball doesn't
work out. I can always go to college later."
Hall is not here because baseball didn't work out.
He still belongs to the Detroit organization and is
attending school for the fall semester. March will see
him heading for Florida and Spring Training.
"I should have been going to school here last fall--I
was accepted--but I procrastinated and didn't come.
Then I came up to visit some friends last winter, and
that got me interested again. I thought I'd better get
going, so I reactivated my application and came here
this fall. I can't see wasting any more time. If I get to
be 25 years old I might lose the urge to educate
myself."
Hall was planning to major in Forestry Engineering, but finds that impossible now in his fall semester
program. He thought briefly about mathematics, but
settled on business because "it's the most flexible
thing."
"I'd like to go into business for myself someday,
but I'm not sure what I want to do."
Such considerations are in the hazy future for Hall.
Right now baseball is paramount.
"I wouldn't be here right now if I'd been asked to
play winter ball, which runs from September to
November," he said. "But you have to be invited and
I wasn't."

Hall's minor league career has been something of a
disappointment.
"I thought I could do much better, but I never got
the chance." he said. "I've only started about 17
games in two summers, and gotten about 80 at bats. I
felt like my talent was going stale. You can practice all
you want, but it's not like game situations."
Hall joined the Bristol Tigers, a rookie team on the
Tennessee-Virginia border, six days after he
graduated from high school.
"Oh,sure I was excited," he said. "1 had a real 'go
out and get 'em attitude. And 1 got a hit the first time
up. At the time. I thought, 'how historic'," Hall
laughed.
"I got disappointed fast because I wasn't playing,"
he continued. "But the biggest adjustment to pro ball
was suddenly realizing that you're out in the real
world. It's not like college. College is more like a
grown-up high school. You don't really worry about
where your next meal is coming from.

Kurt Hall
"But there we were, a bunch of guys suddenly out
of high school, out in the world. Getting a 5250
paycheck every two weeks. A lot of these kids didn't
know how to manage their money."
Bristol was a strange place for a young rookie from
New England. "It was really hot and muggy all
the
time; there were a lot of thunderstorms," Hall said.
"It was kind of oppresive--it took some getting
used
to.
"And the town," Hall smiled wryly. "I don't want
to put it down, but there are two kinds of housing,
really nice and really bad. There's no in-between.
With our salaries, bad was all we could afford."
The town wasn't the only adjustment for Hall.
A
strange schedule soon became routine: "All
our
games were at night, every night. The only days
off
were rainouts. Oh yeah, and the All-Star game.
That
was one day off.
"We'd get to the ballpark about four in the
afternoon, practice for a while, then have the
game.
The game would get over about eleven or so, and
we'd
go get something to eat, and finally get to
bed at
about two or three in the morning. Then you
sleep
until about noon, get something to eat and go to
the
ballpark."

Hall lost a lot of his preconceptions by his second
year at Bristol. "There were a lot of guys out of
college coming in," he said. "And I was still one of
the youngest guys there. So I was treated as a peon
even though I was more experienced."
Recognizing his own problems was only a small
step for the rookie catcher. "It's really about 20
percent physical and 80 percent mental. I tend to get
pretty uptight. and this is such an up and down game
that I've got to learn to be loose. It's a hard thing to
control even if you're aware of it.
"That's one thing about learning to play pro
baseball. You've got to learn to put things aside and
concentrate on playing ball. That's what the really
good athletes are best at.
"You know you've done something if you can make
it through the minors to the big leagues. I think the
odds aee something like two out of 50. A lot of guys
are really super ballplayers but they just can't handle
it."
Hall grinned when asked about the legendary
insanity that haunts minor league baseball. "Oh,
funny things do happen. The bus rides are long. Your
living habits are strange. rknow, all during July I
never saw a morning.
"We play a lot of cards. That's a big thing. For
money, which is against the rules. And we have water
fights in hotels. Some guys get caught and fined.
"If there's a pool at the hotel we stay at. we do a lot
of horsing around. Frisbee football and stuff like that.
Of course. it's all against the rules. If a guy gets hurt
he's in a lot of trouble."
Creative use of four-letter words is also a
minor-league legend. Hall shook his head, recalling
the shock of locker-room language. "Well, after high
school, what a difference! The worse thing was the
coach. It really adds insult to injury when your coach
swears at you.
"So you adjust. You play a role. It's just like here,
the role playing. But that doesn't mean the guys are
fakes. Guys like Mark Fydrich--all that stuff he does
on the mound--that's all real to him. He's a real
person and, incidentally, a pretty nice guy.
"We're all performers. It's like a stage out there.
Who said that? Shakespeare? Somebody like that."
When not espousing philosophy or
attending
classes. Hall spends his time playing soccer.
He is an
important part of the varsity soccer team
under Doug
Biggs, his old high school coach. "I
don't know
anyone who knows soccer better than
Doug," Hall
said. "He teaches the game the way
it's supposed to
be played."

Hall shows equal enthusiasm for
his teammates.
"We've got a really good team.
Everybody gets along
well, and we push ourselves. The
guys are like pros in
that way. The more you push the
better
But Hall's first love is still baseball, you do."
and he is
looking forward to the upcoming
season. "I'll get my
contract in February, and I'll do
the best I can in
spring training. If things work
out, they work out. If
they don't, they don't.
"I don't feel that baseball is
a job. When the time
comes that I start thinking of it as a
job. when I dread
going to the ballpark every day, that's
when I'll quit."

Last Thursday the linksmen knocked off
Husson at the Bangor Country Club lot
their second consecutive victory.
"I've had trouble putting a team
together," Chappelle stated in summation
of the P.V.C.C. situation. Dave Goyet and
Robbie Simpson didn't have much trouble
at the Husson match though as they fired a
72 and 76 respectively to spark UMO to a
385-391 win.

by Scott Cole

Coach Doug Biggs seems to have finally
solved the team's offensive woes that until
last Saturday had resulted in only two goals
in three games. Biggs went to his bench
continuously and substituted the maximum
number of players. This seems to throw the
opponent off balance while at the same
time giving UMO consistent, hustling
play.

The UMO golf squad is passing up the
annual New England college golf iournament being held this week at Portsmouth,
New Hampshire. Coach Skip Chappelle
announced last Friday that his team is
passing up the tourney to compete instead
in the E.C.A.C. tournament at Dartmouth
College on October 6.

Amateur
Night

UMassfullback Hank Sareault is brought down by Black Bear defensive end Steve
Salter during Saturday's contest [photo by Fred Lord].
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Harriers in twin wins
The men's cross-country team next
journeys to Presque Isle on Saturday film
the UMPI Invitational, a meet in which
they will face their international rival, the
University of New Brunswick, and severai
other smaller colleges. Their female
counterparts will next contest Colby
College in Waterville on Oct. 10. This
follows Saturday's races at home against
Bowdoin.
On Saturday morning. Joan Westphal.
winning her second consecutive race, led
her cross-country teammates over Bowdoin
18-37. Westphal's time for the 3.4 mile
course was 21:50. In second and third place
respectively were Maine's Sandy Cook
(23.20) and Lil Riley (23.33). Bowdoin's
first finisher was Jane Petrick (23.40.8) in
fourth place. Other Maine finishers in the
top ten were Kathy Kohtala (fifth) and
Kathy Mollman (seventh).

T-Shirts
Bikinis - Swim Wear
Make-Shift Costumes
1st Prize ... $100
2nd Prize... '50
3rd Prize... '25
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Fall Semester

Delivered to your dorm room

by Dale McGarrigle
The men's tennis team will travel to
Massachusetts this week to take on
Bridgewater State on Friday and Brandeis
on Saturday. This follows the squad's loss
to the University of New Hampshire. 7-2.
It was very hot and humid last Thursday
afternoon during the match. The humidity
took its toll on the players. As one player
said after his match. "I just ran out of
steam."
Some of the matches were close, with
two matches going to the tie-breaker and
two to 7-5, and some matches weren't
close.
Captain Jim Levesque won his second
match of the season, breezing past Sam
Richards of New Hampshire 6-4, 6-2. It was
Levesquc's eighth consecutive win, dating
back to last year.
The most interesting match of the day
was between Maine's explosive Jim Tartre
and New Hampshire's unorthodox number
two man. Fred Bailey. After dropping the
first set 6-2. Tartre battled back to win the
second set by tie-breaker 7-6. Bailey
regained command in the third set and
went on to win 6-2, 6-7, 6-2.
Freshman Dan Revard of Sanford won
his first match of the season, downing New
Hampshire's Kevin McCann 6-1, 7-5.
Summary: Levesque (M) def. Richar:IN
(NH)6-4, 6-2; Bailey (NH) def. Tartre (M)
6-2, 6-7, 6-2; Linus (NH) def. Aldrich (M)
6-4. 6-4; Kolnaski (NH) def. Manter (M)
6-0, 6-1; Stone (NH) def. Lebel (M) 6-2,
6-2: Revard (M) def. McCann (NH) 6-1,
7-5; Richards /Bailey(NH)def. Levesque/
Manter(M)6-4, 7-5; Linus/Kolnaski(NH)
def. Tartre/Lebel (M) 6-0, 6-3; Stone/
McCann (NH) def. Aldrich/Merrifield (M)
6-2, 7-6.

CONTEST

On Saturday' the inaugural race for the
men's new 5.59 mile course was run.
Maine's Peter Brigham led from the start
and went on to win in a time of 28.04.5.
Asked about his strategy for the race,
Brigham said, "I went out fast for the lead
and then relaxed." Maine runners captured the next ten places before Bowdoin's
Buck broke in for twelfth place. Joan
Westphal's older brother Mike, whc
finished third, afterward said of his race.
"Joan's win really got me fired up for the
race." Other top Maine finishers included
Joe Schultz (second), Jon Howland
(fourth). and Bill Pike (fifth). The final
score was a lopsided 15-50.
Coach Jim Ballinger said afterward,
"The men ran an awfully good race. It
gave me an opportunity to see where we
were in regards to conditioning. Last
week's meet in Boston didn't give me any
indications about conditioning."

Tennis team
hopes to rebound
this weekend

Oct.6 8 til 1
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Students protest $20feefor universalgym

Maine Campus • Sept 26, 1978

by Barbara Dorsey

Maine finally scores TD

About 170 students have signed a
petition protesting the newly implemented
$20 semester fee for use of an exercise
machine at the Memorial Gym.
The fee, which is for the universal gym,
was recommended by a Title 9 sports
committee last year. It was enacted this
year for several reasons, said Harold S.
Westerman, director of physical education
and athletics.
"This particular piece of equipment is
extremely expensive to maintain. It's
repaired every year. We have to replace
cables and leather on the seats,"he said.
Westerman, however, gave no specific
costs.
Westerman said to be -consistent" with
other university equipment, a decision to
hire a supervisor for the universal gym was

Minutemen continue hex over Bears,40-6
It's going to be a long season for the University of
Maine football team. if Saturday's game was any
indication.
Massachusetts has a good football team, there's no
doubting that. Maine sometimes looks like a good
football team, but most of the time they look, well, like a
bad football team.

Kevin Burnham
In the three games that Maine has played so far this
season, they have managed to score five touchdowns,
with three of those touchdowns coming late in the fourth
quarter when they were already down by three
touchdowns or more.
The quarterback injuries haven't helped much, but
when Maine plays someone who nets 351 yards rushing
against them, what the hell good is a quarterback when
he doesn't get the ball?
Speaking of Maine's quarterbacks, I hope Coach
Bicknell stays with freshman quarterback Pete Ouellette

\

Tony Trafton looks downfield for one of his
receivers. The Maine quarterback had a rough
day in his team's 40-6 drubbing at the hands of
Massachusetts [photo by Fred Lord].

wear
le

of Jay. Although recently a defensive back for the Maine
squad, Ouellette was pressed into action during
Saturday's game to play quarterback as a result of the
injuries to Tony Trafton, John Tursky and Tim Fedroff.
Rich Grant is another Maine quarterback.
Ouellette provided a needed spark to the rather
sluggish Maine offense when he appeared in the fourth
quarter.
He engineered a 68-yard touchdown drive with a neat
19-yard scramble and passed over the UMass secondary
for gains of 27 and 39 yards. He also had an earlier pass
of 50 yards to Rob Carmichael, but UMass stopped the
drive. This kid may be the answer to Bicknell's prayers.
Another aspect of the game that Maine seems to lack is
spirit. In Saturday's game, with about 7.200 people
looking on, I expected to see players clapping hands,.
jumping around, pacing and smacking heads and
shoulders together to get psyched just before they took to
the field.
Before the game and most of the way through the
game. though, Maine players were keeping to
themselves, almost like they were feeling what was about
to happen to them in the next three hours. There was
little clapping, shouting (except at referees), no
confidence.
In order to win a football game, a team must work like
a machine, well oiled and ready to run. It looked like the
Maine machine broke down before the game.
Maine plays Central Connecticut this Saturday, whom
they beat last year 45-20 at Alumni Field. Coach Bicknell
said they are a team they can beat...on paper. Let's just
hope they can play like a decent football team, and forget
the paper and beat them on the field.

•

•

"Just because they're a varsity athlete,
though, doesn't mean that they can use
it,"he said.
When asked about the petition, Westerman replied. "I told the Students who
talked to me about it that it was an
appropriate way to voice their opinion. I
would like them to come to me and say how
they feel,"he said.
Clifford Neal, a student who has signed
the petition and has asked Student Legal
Services to look into the legality of
charging students but letting varsity

Faculty,administrators
may receive pay hike
On the heels of a study showing that University of
Maine faculty and administrators are among the lowest
paid in the nation, the Board of Trustees voted
Wednesday to include in its budget request a 10 percent
salary increase for those employees.
The trustees met to discuss budget appropriations for
fiscal years 1980 and 1981, which will be submitted to the
state Legislature in January.
fhe pay hike would cost the University $4.95 million.
The seven-month study, prepared by the Hay
Associates of Philadelphia at the trustees' request, said
an overall average increase of 14 percent is required to
keep faculty wages in line with the national average.
For the past five years. the report said, -the
University of Maine has not increased salaries at a rate
comparable to the rate of wage and salary increases in
other sectors of the economy."
If this trend continues, the study noted. "it is likely
that UMaine will be identified as the comprehensive
.1M11111011
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athletes use it free for their training
programs, talked about the fee.
"They can charge these people for it but
not varsity athletes. That bothers me. I just
can't see how they can charge students $40
a year. That's an awfully large sum of
money,"Neal said.
"I have a feeling that they'll be charging
for the use of the field house pretty soon.
All I can see now is the athletic director
riding around on a golf cart with all that
money coming in.' he said.
Neal added that when he was a
freshman, he was told by a university
official that the universal would be free of
charge. Neal, who has been using the
universal for three years, said it's one of
the only ways I can get all-around
exercise."

Maine Campus

1) Donna Pinkham
Head coach Deb Davis and the Women's
field hockey team will go on the road for
the first time in the regular season this
Wednesday. The Black Bears will travel to
Farmington to take on the Beavers in hopes
to even up their 0-1-1 record.
The Bears suffered their first defeat of
1978 last Friday as they hosted the
University of Vermont and suffered a 3-1
loss.
Scrappy might be the word used to
describe the UMO team throughout the
game, but they weren't getting the breaks.
UVM was very aggressive in the early
goings and outplayed the host team.
getting the ball away and dominating
offensively.
According to Davis. her girls still haven't
played long enough together as a team and
are yet to iron out a few minor
technicalities. "We're crowding each
other,"said Davis and added. "we have
instances of two people playing the same
ball. We don't anticipate other people's
moves."
Vermont got on the boards first with
Amy Perkins' shot which rolled past the
Maine goalie 8:22 into the first half to take
a 1-0 lead. UVM maintained that lead until
Maine right wing, Julie Pentland scored off
an assist by teammate Kim Coombs thus
tying the game.
The sure-footed visitors then scrambled
for two goals in the last five minutes of the
half, coming off shots by Linda Peabody
who was assisted on both plays by Lisa
Fernandez.
As the last five minutes wound down the
home team got inside several times in
desperate attempts to score, but fell short.
UMO's Anne Kaestner slapped a ball into
the net in the final minutes. but her shot
came from outside the circle and was
therefore illegal and didn't count.
Head coach Davis explained thai her
team is going through a trial and error
situation as some of her girls are playing
positIons that they ordinarily don't
play.
'We have some new people
substituting
and we are feeling the effects of
inexi crience right now."
LoAing ahead to this week's match-up
with the University of Maine at Farmington. Davis is expecting "a good game." "It
will he one we have to work in, but we
shouldn't lose it," she said.

David Ames, inttamural director, also
commented on the fee. "The universal is
on its last legs. It's eight or nine years old.
We'd like to purchase a new one, which
would cost $4,000 to $5,000. But we just
don't have the money,"he said.
"Last year we had to spend $200 to $300
just to replace some benches."Ames

added.
Varsity athletes, as part of their training
program will be able to use the universal
free of cost, Westerman said. "If it is part
of the program spelled out by the coach, we
will accept this as part of the program,' he
said.

Weekend

Hockey team still
seeking first win
•

made. "Also, we could have legal
problems with negligence. This can be an
attractive nuisance in legal terms,"he said.
A supervisor would also be "expensive,"
he added.
"A lot of times it has been used
improperly, not necessarily by students.
Some folks come in and utilize the
equipment in an improper way,"he said.
Another reason for charging admittance
is to prevent "non-UMO poeple from using
it."he said.

DLS speaker. Dick Gregory. touches on a
point during Wednesday's lecture. Related
stories on pages 7 and 13. [photos by Bill
Mason]

UMaine trustees
approve budgets
for two years
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees Wednesday approved an appropriation request for $43 million for 1980. an
18 percent increase over present expenditures. A 1981 budget of $49.5 million was
also approved.
The requests will be presented to the
109th Legislature when it convenes in
January.
The approved budget includes a 10
percent wage increase for faculty :1 n(I
administrative salaries.
The trustees. a 15-member volunteer
panel appointed by the governor, have
proposed an additional sum for "upgrading" the University of Southern Maine.
The trustees removed $285,700 from the
school's graduate program and added it to
the maintenance fund.
'continued to page 91

academic institution with the lowest average faculty
salaries in the United States."
But even if the Legislature and the governor approve
the University's budget as submitted, the 10 percent
salary increase will not provide instant equity to faculty
and administrators, according to William Sullivan, vice
chancellor for administration.
Sullivan said the 10 percent figure includes cost of
living expenses, estimated at about 7 percent.
The Hay Report recommended salaries be raised 14
percent in addition to the roughly 7 percent cost of living
increase.
Sullivan said the University's method would "chip
away at the 14 percent at a rate of 3 percent a year." He
noted that "in five years we could be drawn even."
"In order to close the gap in one year. we'd have to
have an increase of 14 percent plus cost of living—that
translates into an enormous amount of money."he said.
Sullivan hinted that legislative approval might have
played a part in taming the amount recommended by the
Hay Report.
"There are many demands on the state budget,"he
said. "This is what we feel is a reasonable request to the
state, it's a defensible request."
Taking issue with that view, C. Stewart Doty,
president of the faculty union, said the University should
ask for the ceiling in seeking salary increases for its
faculty.
[continued to page 91

This freshman faces added challenges
by Enid Logan
"After meeting Ted and getting to
know him as I have, I realized that
everyone has a handicap. Ted has an
obvious one, and that's the only
difference between us. If he can
handle it and deal with it the way he
does, then so can the rest of us."
says Jim Broder. resident assistant.
Lewiston Hall, Bangor Community
College.
Ted Bittner, a native of Patten, is a
freshman majoring in chemical addiction at Bangor Community College.
He is different from most freshman.
He is 50 years old and virtually blind.
That's almost where the difference
ends.
Many people find the freshman
year the hardest. For an ex-truck

driver who has to get around with the
aid of his seeing eye dog. Aries, it is
no exception. After being out of
school for almost 30 years, Bittner is
finding life in a dorm and the
introduction to college challenging.
"I really enjoy living in the
dorm," Bittner says. "The guys and
girls have been great," he says.
Bittner lives in a single room in
Lewiston hall. Broder said Bittner is
having few problems adjusting to the
dorm.
"Ted has a beautiful relationship
with the guys on the floor. His
relationship is different from the one
between the guys on the floor. He's
older, yet not fatherlike. It's special
what he and the guys have," Broder
says. "You can talk to him about
anything," says Broder.

One adjustment that has been
difficult for Bittner to overcome is
studying.
"I never was one for studying, it's
kind of strange after all these years. I
have to listen to everything off tapes.
Usually 1 end up falling asleep or my
mind starts wandering." Bittner
says.
He decided to come back to school
after he began losing his sight in
1972. Bittner plans to counsel drug
and alcohol users when he graduates
from the two-year human services
program.
"The next two years are secondary
if I can just get through this first
semester." says Bittner. "I think it
will take at least that to really settle
and get used to everything. If I can
[continued to page 101

